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Mr. Chairman,
Ladies and Gentlemen,

■v:'
.
i

.1 havebeen a member off the Canadian Institute of International
Affairs for too many years and I have attended too many of these annual
conferences not to know what kind of person is usually invited to address

h

I

these dinnerso I am fully aware therefore of the great honour that the
National Executive Committee has conferred on me in asking me to address
you this year.

I must say, however, that I was somewhat surprised myself

as many of,'you must be at the choicej for I do not pretend to qualify

I

far inclusion in the list of distinguished personalities who have appeared

j

befaré, you in the past.

Perhaps the reason was that in these weeks of

political controversy when the Canadian people aré preparing to go to the
í»?,
' •
•vv=■-.
polls to exercise their fundamental democratic right to elect a new
■Si>.

rv

■

-f

.

parliament, the National Executive Committee thought that it would be
„
_
wise to find a speaker who, while he is a Canadian, is safely removed from

!
i

the current political controversy and who would address you on some safe

>

non-controversial subject*

;

The National Executive Committee may have

thought that a Canadian audience had a fundamental human right to be spared

j

for one evening at least the obligation of having to listen to a political
speech.

Mr. Chairman, X am sorry that I am going to disappoint the

\
National Executive Cocmittee if that was their intention*

My speech will

¡

not refer to the Canadian scene but you have a right to know now that its
subject matter will be much mors controversial than any election.

The work in

which I have been engaged since I loft McGill University nearly three
years ago is at the very heart of the so-called ideological conflict.
The problem of human rights and fundamental freedoms has exorcised
v

j

philosophers, politicians, jurists and cocanon ordinary men since the very

\
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dawn of history»

The proper delimitation of the sphere of activities

of the individual and of the collectivity, the relationship of the citizen
to the State, the protection of the human being, the definition and establishment
of essential human dignity are questions that have been discussed since otan first
began to enquire into his relationship to his environment* And although this
evolution does not proceed without interruption, civilisation may be defined as a
steady progress towards the achievement of greater and greater liberty * The
great French philosopher, the late Professor Henri Bergson, has said that evolution

(

what he calls creative evolution, consists in all its manifestations, of a movement
towards greater and greater freedom and the emancipation of the human mind and
will*

But while history shows that there has been a constant evolution in the

direction of greater freedom and greater liberty, it is nevertheless a fact^
paradoxical as It stay seem, that the whole question of freedom and liberty
becomes more controversial as the evolution towards their achievement progresses»
Traditionally, the conflict of ideas has related to the revendications of the
individual against interferences by governments with his liberties § and efforts
were concentrated towards the delimitation of the powers of governments»

In

the philosophy which crystallised this stage, human rights and fundamental freedoms
were apt to be defined in negative terms ¿ There is now fairly i^de agr
on the definition of the traditional political rights and personal liberties
of the individual, although it does not follow, of course, that these rights and
liberties are always respected»

I

another sector»

Today, however, the controversy wages in

The individual seeks not only protection against interference

by govemments,, he looks to tha collectivity f6rroaltl»»^arffi,na^feHfinothe new concepts of economic and social rights*

The question, moreover, in

Page
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both of its aspects, is no longer a matter of rnero national concern» ; The
©xpsrienoe of ths second world war and the ©vents which gave rise to it, as well
as the

history

o

f

the post-war years, have convinced; 'the great'majority

of thinking son and women that porsictont violations of human rights and
fundamental freedom* in. one psrt of the world jeopardize tins rights of people
in other countries*

Indeed*, the record seems to show that persistent violations

of human righto and fundamental froedoms in one country inevitably result in a
situation that will eventually threaten idle peace of nationsi
Ono special aspect of the long history of this subject has
been th© effort either to find or to create a law which is higher than the law
of the State and which will hold governments in chock when they are tempted to
Iviolate the fundamental rights of the individual.

There is a groat literature

on this subject which it is not necessary for me to review before an audience
like thiso

I will only remind yim of the teachings of the great religious

leaders*, the doctrine of a natural law which is both anterior and superior to
tho positive law of the State, and the development of a positive international
law which lir&to and controls the powers and sovereignty of leviathan0
This international law has traditionally been defined as a
law governing tho relations between States«.

The man who has been called tbs

father of international law, Hugo Orotius, thought that international law
conferred rights on, ard. imposed obligations-on, the individual* fcht the whole
subsequent development of the discipline was in the direction of limiting
international law to the relationships roT States with the result that it can be
safely asserted that up until the outbreak of the firet world war at least the
individual had no status in international Xavi.

r

Fisgo 4»

Lin th© last thirty, years,. howavor, thore have bean developments In the

eelosco of international law v/hich are nothing short of revolutionary*

It

would be impudent indeed to asoeirt today that the individual has no status In
i

international law*

*

■

.■

'

It follows fresa what I have said that, in the traditional theory
of intonations! law, and, I say add, in the traditional thecay and festotla© of
international relations, huaisn righto v;er© a matter of domestic concern, and
of domestic concern only.

If a government violated these rights, that tras not

the business of other governments or of the international Community.

À govern»

ment could desiy its citizens the most fundamental rights $ it Could discrimínate
against certain classes of its citizens.

It could even c a n y these practises t©

a point whoro a situation was created that threatened .the peace of nations*

Its

prograssa© of denial of fundamental rights and tf discrimination might even b©
part of a policy of World conquest* as in the case of nasi Germany? but yet
its lawyers and its statesmens ould say that this was nobody else* a business|
and international law recognised that plea*

Kuaan righto were a matter of

degnostic gene ora only and the Individual had no status in international law»
All this was part and parcel of tho traditional theory of national samareigntyo
The Peace settlement cf 1919 opened the broach for an attack against
the theory of national sovereignty.

In so far as the individual was c o m amad,

teevsr^ Its innovations were of relatively fe&ndr importad e*, It is trun
that in 1919 and the years immediately following*’certain international
agreements War© òotìclud&f which provided for the protection ef eeriain national,1
racial? linguistic end religious n&natdtles,*mainly in -Ceshra3L 'and ¿astern
European countries*

Sosa© of .these agreements even stipulated that the States

obliged, thereby were to inspect the human fights of all persons subject to their
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jurisdiction*

And a system was established within the League of Nations for

the implementation of these agreements . Bub the measure was of ere optional
character* political In its Inspiration* and it was not universal.

The

Covenant of the League of Nations* itself* moreover* confirmed by its silence
the theory and practice of positive internatiur**! law that human rights were still
a matter of purely domestic concern.
In the

eara immediately ^rjicodiag^f-he second world war* and during

that war* the conscience of mankind was shock«* not only by the mass murders
axsd ■"opTfrossiw f&c wlutoH the nasi government was responsible in other countries*
but also by the violations of human rights in nasi Germany» *That the per»
petratopr, of thear» crimes would be punished and that measures should be taken to
secure the inbt^nftional protection of human rights became one of the war
aims of the allied powers. It was also during this period that the late
i
■
.
■
••
President Roosevelt proclaimed the Pour Freedoms; freedom of: speech - everywhere

\

in the world; freedom of ©very paroch to worship God in his frsn wfev «» everywhere
in the world; freedom from want ~ everywhere in the world; and freedom from
fear - everywhere in the world.

These objectives were re~enunciated in the

.AUretic' C h ^ e r which was drawn up off what has new become.Canadas newest
province.

I will not burden you with quotations from the Declaration of the

United Nations of January 1* 1942* the Moscow Declaration of 1943* the London
Agreement.of

1945* on the prosecution of war criminals including persons

wh< • hair ccaimitted crimes against tama^Uty* or the many speeches at. the great
leaders of the democracies*

'

* «ut in spite of all the a8sUranceo that had been given* the final draft
of the Duabart'vi Oaks Proposalsonontaissd only one reference to human rights
■^

and fundamental freedoms.

—

—

—

—

—

— _________

Under Chapter IX* It was provided'that the new

international organisation "should facilitate solutions of international^ economic *

■
i
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iaiociail and other humanitarian’probiems and promote respect for human rights and
fundamental freedoms”e The Charter which was adopted at San Francisco# however,
referé to human rights and fundamental freedoms in seven placesj)
ces^) including Article X
which' says that one of the purposes of the United Nations is “to achieve inter
national cooperation «« in promoting and encouraging respect for human rights and
fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex, language or
religion“«

It is of the utmost significance that the referencestO;human rights and

fundamental freedoms in the Charter are much more elaborate than the one reference
to the subject in the Dumbarton Oaks Proposals«

The fact is that> in the interval

between Dumbarton Oaks and San Francisco, the peoples of the world had an opportunity
to scrutinise and criticise the work that had been done at Dumbarton Oaks«
result, of that scrutiny and criticism is now,e matter of historical record«

The
To San

Francisco came a great number of representatives from various non-governmental organ
isations; and without official mandate of ahy kind they convinced the official repre
sentatives of governments of the necessity of expanding the original provisions in
the Dumbarton Oaks Proposals concerning human; rights«

It Is true that they did not

get all they wanted but what the Charter does contain on the subject is largely due
to their efforts«

It is significant and appropriate that this victory of the common
S i—

m

mi,,i

■■mi
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~ ~

^

man, .this victory of private indlvjd»v»T<% »hmiid -fac./i.
struggle for the definition and establishment of human rights and fundamental free
doms«

(
■:?K

'M'-r

I have said that it is one of the purposes of the United; Nations rtto

achieve international cooperation»«««»in promoting and encouraging respect for
human rights and fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex,
language or religion»”

What has the United; iktibhs done and what does it plan to do

to achieve this fundamental aim?

Hr« Chairman, whatever criticisms may be directed
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towards the United Nations, and X know that they are many, it m e t be acquitted
that ,in so far as this fundamental aim of'the organisation is concerned, at least *
a great part of the programme has already been achieved; for on December 10, 1943,
the General Assembly proclaimed a solemn Universal Declaration of Human Rights as
a "consnon standard of achievement for'aiïn,pis6pIês”âhd all nations” * .1 am under a
great temptation to read to you the thirty articles of the Declaration because
théiê articles express in words much more- eloquent than Icoulckever^muster the
historic importance of that event»

In the words of Dr0 Evatt, the president of

the General Assembly, this Declaration "i&^a fiirst step in a gréât Evolutionary
processo
It is'1, he said, "the first occasion in which the organised community
^
^
t
of nations has made a declaration on human rights and fundamental freedoms; and
it has the authority of the body of opinion of the United Nations as a whole, and

I

millions of people, men, women and children all over the world,;pny:iiiile8 from
Paris and New York, will turn for help, guidance and inspiration to this document",
Immediately before its adoption, MTSo Franklin D e Roosevelt, the
chairman of the Conmdssion on Human Rights, said of the Declaration that it might
"well become the international Magna Carta of all men everywhere,.
*•’
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We hope," she
.„ I .m iw w .

said, "that its proclamation by the General Assembly will be an event comparable
to the proclamation of the Declarations of the Rights of Han bv the french people
in 1789, the adoption of the Bill of Rights by the people of the United States,
and the adoption of comparable declarations at.different times in other countries”.
Mr0 Torres Bodet, the director.^genSral of UNESCO, has said that in his
opinion, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights is; "the richest in promise of
w ^
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all- the international texts to which the governments have subscribed since 1945
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id* carder to give life to the San Francisco Charter"»
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Nor do I intend* Mr* Chairman* to analyse or even to comment on the

thirty a/fciclea that make up this Universal Declaration of Human Rights 0

I will

only say that the Declaration includes not only all the traditional individual
liberties* like freedom of speech, fair trial and so on, but that it also includes
the newer economic and social rights, like the right to work and social security«.
This Declaration is not a perfect document*

Some of the rights would

have been enunciated differently had the Declaration been prepared by learned
legal draftsmen;

and it is possible that.its style might have been improved;

but

I honestly think that, having regard to all the difficulties and all the circum
stances, the Declaration is a better document than the most sanguinejsould have
hoped for three years ago*

It is certainly much better than X ever hoped for

when nearly three years ago, I left the McGill Law Faculty to become the director
of the Division of Human Bights «
'4=4- 4v4 - > *■■...
■*
'
K
This Declaration, % « Chairman, ^s not the work of one man or even of
two or three men working in the retirement and quiet of their studies!»

It is

the work of hundreds, indeed of thousands, of people and It represents a synthesis
of the ideas and convictions of the millions of people of all races arid nationali
ties who spoke through them«

Let me tell you how the document was drafted«

The Charter, having proclaimed that it was one of the purposes of the
United Nations to achieve international cooperation in promoting and encouraging
respect for human rights and for fundamental freedoms and having expressly pro
vided for the creation of. a Commission <si}.Human;;Bight8, the Ecqnomiqend Social
Council at its very first session set up a Commission on Human Rights one of the

-..y-'

-•¿¿¿ua
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first duties of which was to prepare a draft of an International Bill of Rights»
This Commission, which is now in its fifth session* has met at irregular intervale
over a period of nearly three years«

It would be a mistake to think* however,

that the Universal Declaration of Human Rights is the product solely of the minds
of the eighteen members of the Commissione

ì

The Commission has had to assist its

two Sub-Commissions, a Sub-Commission on Freedom of Information and of the Press
and a Sub-Commission on the Prevention of Discrimination and the Protection of
Minorities, plus a Drafting Committee«

■U ;< i

It was also assisted in its work by the

Conanission on the Status of Women; and the articles on freedom of information
were drafted by the United Rations Conference on Freedom of Information which met
in Geneva last year and which was a full-fledged diplomatic conference«

The

subject was also discussed at thé Economic and «Social Council and during the
eighty-five meetings of theThird’demmittee of the General Assembly, which is, of
course, a plenary committee at which all Member States are represented»
y-:

';rvl-?

On this

level alone, therefore, the drafting procedure represented the contributions of
several hundreds of minds « At one stage, moreover, the draft was sent to all
Member Governments for comments and criticisms«

Some of the specialized agencies,

like ,the International Labour Organisation and UNESCO, also contributed«
r

And at

each stage the delegates were assisted by their technical advisors and foreign
offices and by all the paraphernalia of the United Nations Secretariat«

Finally,

but not the least important, there were the many non-governmental' organisations
which followed the drafting from the beginning and made many useful contributions«
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It is no exaggeration to say that the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights is a synthesis of the contributions of many thousands of
mindso

I, for one, therefore, am not very impressed when a well-meaning

critic points dut that it might have been possible to turn a certain'
?ase better or that there may be same ambiguity in the enunciation of a.
iertaln right¡ t Hör reply to that critic is that it is a miracle that the
•!
•••
,
:
;ob was ever done at all; but perhaps X should say that, with all its
> ■
; .■ ■*
" -'v/v ^ ~ ■■■<
rws
• ■■■ -< ■■ v'-;
•
<pparent imperfections, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights stands
'■

1

v

' 1. '

/

i .

>

*: :

s it nop: does ¿because it reflects human aspirations as they really are,

ilot in the bosom of one person or even of one group or of one nation, but
>f the whole cornaunity of nations»

Small wonder that some people here and

there may disagree with the synthesis»

]

There has been a great deal of discussion both in the Commission
?vir
and in the General Assembly regarding the nature or character of the instru
ment»
Ì'-Ì!f"Ì-:
v
ir i
1

lèi it a* legally binding instrument, or has it moral force only?

I will not enter this controversy although X can say that I do have my
own; personal views on the subject» like the policeman in the Pirates of
. ■'
•;
/
' '':vPensanco, an international official's lot is not always a happy one» He is
expected to make speeches about his work and in the case of the Universal
1

,
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Declaration of Human Eights there is even a resolution of the General Assembly
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requesting the Secretary-General to take all possible steps to disseminate
it as widely as possible, but if an international official speaks on a
matter of substance, his words will be scrutinized and analysed as if
they were articles of the Civil Codes

I will confine myself, therefore,

to a simple statement of facts. It has been argued and very forcibly
I
.
that, since the Universal Declaration of Human Rights took the form of a
i--.- .,%t
:•¥'
V.
resolution of the General Assembly, it can have no binding legal force.
In its own words, it is merely a proclamation of ua common standard of
achievement”,

On the other hand, it has been equally forcibly argued that

the Declaration is an authentic interpretation by the General Assembly and
through It by the Members of the United Nations, of the Charter provisions
relating to human rights, that it confirms the principle that human rights
are now a matter of international concern, and that it is even a basis for
recommendation and action by the United Nations0 It is alsd argued that
the Declaration enunciates ”general principles of law recogniaed.bv civilized nations” as contemplated by Article 38 of the Statute of the _
International Court of Justice and is .therefore a source of international
law.

CP

And finally, it has been argued that, whatever obligations it may

impose on governments it is certainly*;,binding on the various organs of the
United Nations as sucho

^ d-d ■
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Notwithstanding the fact that thq^Declaration was adopted only six
souths ago, it has already been /Invokedjin a number of debates in the
General AssembLvf and In one formal resolution, the ¿gneral Asse^bly)has
put t^Deolaraticd on the same footing as the Charter itself.

X am

referring to the Assembly resolution-on tfa^ treatment of pSople of Indian
/origin in the Union of South Africa, where the governments of India,
Pakistan and the Union of South Africa are invited to enter into discussions
at a round-table conference taking into consideration the purposes and principles
of the Charter of the United Nations and the Declaration of Human Eights»
Articles 13 and 16 of the Declaration which provide that every one has the
right to leave any country, including his own, and that men and women of full
age have the right to marry without any limitations due to race, nationality
or religion, are also mentioned in the resolution of the General Assembly
dealing with the Soviet wives of citizens of ether nationalities«

An

enumeration restricted to these formal references to the Declaration does not,
• V \ - . .

,*•'

-

‘

•' J

1

however, give a true picture of the real situation.

.

The principles enunciated

by the Declaration were in the minds of all delegates and mentioned by some
in the discussions relating to the trials of religious leaders in Bulgaria
and Hungary»

Human’rights have been an ij^rt^3at--eàBraœt^44thëdisçuasions

regarding the admission of new members»

The Trusteeship Counciihas adopted

resolutions concerning discrimination in certain trust -territories»
was done before the adoption of the Declaration«

This

The partition plan for

Palestine contained provisions dealing with human rights» .Non-governmental
organizations have precipitated debates in the Economic and Social Council on
the safeguarding of trade union rights«
the characteristics of a formal enquiry»

Indeed, these debates had none, of
Not only were allegations made by

non-govemceatal organization® that trade union right» were being violated

v..r;‘;-'V;!A -■ *■
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by Certain countries but the governroants which were accused end which were
n o # | M ^ 3 oi the Ccmnc^wB^/invited to attend the meeting of they Council
at which the question was discussed and seem even made replies to the
allegations*

the Council isalso considering the possibility of an enquiry

into charges of forced labour«.

In the draft Declaration on the Eights and

Duties of States^ moreover, which is now being prepared by the International
'£ $ *

'

.

iS .-.

* '

•

Iaw. Cbsmissi<m, it is stated, in Article 6, that "every State has the duty
to treat- all persons under its; jurisdiction with, respect for human rights and
fundamental freedoms without distinction as to race, sex, language, or
rald^ouf$

-;u

K ’!

' In view of all this, it can safely be said that, whatever the legal force
1-^1
of tjhe l&iiversal Declaration of Human Rights may be, there is a developing
jurisprudence within the United rKations on the question of human rights and
fundamentalfreedojns®

y.

'■fei should say something at .this point about the repercussions of the
human rights provisions of the Charter and of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights on tl^jp ^ t i c c ofystatefeo Pursuant to a reecramandation made
by the Economic and Social Council to include provisions on human rights
in -¿he peace treaties, each one of the fl ^ p e a c e treaties of February 10,
l % 7 with the so-called "axis 3atellites,, include provisions guaranteeing the
respddt of, human rights in the ex-enemy Countries* In several Latin-Aaerican
■ vfe
'A
-:ib
■'
• ^
ccnmtj^es^iincluding ChilefeArgghtina and Venezuela, the franchise has been
granted towomen pursuant to a- recownendation of the General Assembly«
■J~“

—

—
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In

J ;

-

Canada, the Supreme Court of Ontario has_5nt$

tse,

Canada^ acceptance of the Chai^ j ^ & J & j U i M f c M J i ^ shing

v public policy in Canada as beinjg oppoged to discrimination? and on thé basis
of that interpretaUopJ&e^^
against Jews«

r

covenant which discriminated

Fage;14»

References to the human rights provisions in the Charter; have been
made in certain eases recently decided by the Supreme Court of the United
States*

Thus, Mr. Justice Black said in a case of Cyama vs California

that «we (meaning the United States) have recently pledged ourselves to
cooperation with the United Nations to 'promote

universal respect for

and observance of human rights and fundamental freedoms for all without
distinction as to race, sex, language or religion1» How can this nation”,
he said, ftbe faithful to this international pledge if state laws which bar
land ownership and occupancy by aliens on account of raceare permitted to
be enforced?”

Finally, two of the bills the purpose of which is to implement

President Truman's civil lights prograaane, and which are now before the United
i
■■ ■•
States Senate, expressly recognise the obligations of the United States
under the United Nations Charter, and specifically mention the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights«
brought to my attention*

These are a few cases that have been

I do not think that the list is exhaustive nor

does it include all the more subtle repercussions in the formation of public
opinion in various countries and the policies and practices of'governments*
I have attempted, Mr* Chariman, to tell you something about the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, its background, how it was drafted,
its nature or character and the juridprudence that has already developed
around it»

But what I have told you is only* part of the story of what

the United Nations has already done to promote respect for human rights
and fundamental freedoms* .For example, I have said nothing about the.
concern of the United Nations about'the fate of refugees in different
parts of the world, or about the problem of statelessness which will
be discussed at the next session of the Économie and SoclÜ Councilo
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Nor have I said anything about the Conveation for the Repression and the
Punishment of the Crime of Genocide which was also adopted by the Parle
session of the General Assembly last year; or about the workof the United
Nations Conference on Freedom of Infomation and the Convention on the
International Transmission of News^and the Right'of C o r r ^ t i ^ w h i o h whs
adopted by the General Assembly on 13 May of this year; or about the work
of the Commission on the Status of Women* the Sub-Commiesion on the
Prevention of tdsorlitiinatien and the Protection of Minorities Of the
Sub-Commission on Freedom of Information and of the Press*
In particular, X have said nothing about the international Covenant
on Human Rights which is now being drafted by the Cossniegion on Human .•*
i
Rightso

This Covenant will take the fora of an international treaty and

will- be supported by machinery for .impl^sentatdon »

It was hojwd at cane

time that it would be possible to bring, a draft of this Covenant before
the next^session of the General Ass^ibiy -but the Consnissiion has:now adopted
a programme of work which involves the submission of the draft to governments
.
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and Its re-examination next spring 'in the'light of the eomti%£ and criticisms
of governments, with the result that there Is now no possibility of the matter
i
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being considered by the General Assembly before the fall of 1950»

Many

people think that the work which the Coaa&asion is now doing on the Covenant
and measures of implafflmtation represents; its most Important

and will

be the real test of the sincerity of the desire expressed'by governments to
;# *
set up effective International machinery for théproteetiòn of human rìghtso
I do not hava.to téli you, howeverjthatthe problema which haye t o b e
vv
Ivi mi
;
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■
solved and thè obstacles stili to bé facèd are formidableo I àia not discussine
ibis work tonight because thè whol^aatter is now before. the Cpasaission«
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î£r purpose bas bean rather to t e ü you something about''results that have
already been obtained»
to the past»

Vie cannot pierce the future; ,k c oan only look back

X think, however, that any objective review ,of thé past gives

reason for cautious optimism for the. future, but we -must. h$ye courage and
patience»

Courage has been defined as thè 'meteory ''of■paet succèssesi-

The

record of the United Nations in the.scatter of human râghtB and fundamental
freedoms does, X submit, show real success» -We know too that we have on
our side all the best men and women svoxywhere, whatever their race, language
1
1
1 ••
vr «.*/
:
or religion, and v;q know that we are in the full stream of creative
evolution»
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